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Dear Students and Parents, 

I am delighted to share our newsletter which
captures some of variety some of work produced
last week. Our thanks to all of you for supporting
your children in completing their tasks, the
imagination and thought put into the work is
fantastic. 

Fairtrade fortnight is something we will be looking
at over the coming weeks and there is a piece
inside to begin to whet your appetite. Look out for
activities that will appear in Geography in the
coming weeks. 

On Friday we heard about the plan to come out of
lockdown for schools on island. Over the next few
weeks we will be in touch sharing our plans to
enable this to happen in the safest way for all. We
also await news arising from the Ofqual
consultation where we begin to understand how
we assess students for the summer series of
exams, once we have confirmation we will share
with students and parents.

Yours sincerely,

Mrs V Godley
Principal
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We're very impressed by the quality of work that's been submitted this week. Well done
to everyone featured!

Art Projects 

Mrs Birch tasked her students with
completing an optional art/craft project,
and Amy Adams in year 8 created this

beautiful hand-felted owl. 

Camdyn Le Page in year 8 has made a bird
for a competition ran by Tiffany Anna Art,
which asks people to make birds during

lockdown out of rubbish or things they find
around the house. 

Chloe Ozanne in year 11
researched the artist

Alexa Meade and
experimented with body
painting to explore the

relationship between 2D
and 3D representation. 



Geography
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Laila Merrien in 7MJS's detailed work on flood management
response



Geography
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Year 7 have made some brilliant news responses on floods. Click on the image to watch
each video. 

Elspeth Connolly Danny Bradley

Oliver Stephens Kalila Matthews

As part of their studies on globalisation, students produced a graph on the number of
football players from home and foreign countries in each of the major European

leagues. 

Chloe Hodgson Finlay Stonebridge

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CHAr9gxIITQiyxme5SckYR-PHJ47HMON/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/146Y6rlx7trB79Dc2HWNkVA6NFcj1X0ph/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aFDFPtwPuXI523sDJdVYAlMLML_WcQqF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-0ReGrcwktsTnnriAUY_2TBzP9UGyLrZ/view?usp=sharing


Business Studies 
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Niamh Kerr

For business studies, year 11 students have had to show their research and accounting
skills. 

Theo Carre

Josh Streeting



Maths

Physical Education
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Eleanor Crocker's work on straight line graphs

Year 8 have been keeping fit with regular walks, runs and bike rides, and Tomas Carre
has described some of his recent outings. 



Fairtrade fortnight is celebrated this year between 22nd February and 7th March. For these
two weeks, thousands of individuals, companies and groups across the UK come together
to share the stories of the people who grow our food and drinks. mine our gold and who

grow the cotton in our clothes, people who are often exploited and underpaid. The
Fairtrade movement seeks to show people that they have the power to drive long-term

change, not only with shopping choices but with support in spreading the message.
 

This year, we are challenging students to complete our Fairtrade Fortnight challenge by
completing one task everyday for a week. Contact your geography teacher if you have any

questions or want to share any Fairtrade challenge triumphs!
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hsSPo7gJfEldIWZ1CaLApY76xprbdNz5/view?usp=sharing
 

You can also try the Fairtrade Fornight quiz here: https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/teaching-
resources/secondary-school-quiz-for-fairtrade-fortnight-2021/

Fairtrade Fortnight
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LEARN ING  CHALLENGES  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hsSPo7gJfEldIWZ1CaLApY76xprbdNz5/view?usp=sharing
https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/teaching-resources/secondary-school-quiz-for-fairtrade-fortnight-2021/


Sunday 21st February is the UN International Mother Language Day. Around 40% of
current islanders were not born on Guernsey, and we have a wide range of mother

tongues spoken here, including Portuguese, Latvian, Polish, French, Spanish, Thai and
Urdu. Can you challenge yourself to greet your family in one of these languages? How

many other languages can you greet someone in?
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INTERNATIONAL MOTHER LANGUAGE DAY

French: Bonjour! Comment ça va ?

Portugese: Olá! Como está?

Spanish: Hola! ¿Cómo estás?

Latvian: Sveiks! Kā jums klājas?

Polish: Cześć! Jak tam?

Thai: สวสัดี (sa-wat-dee) เป�นยงัไงบา้ง
(ppen yang-ngai baang)

Urdu: Salam! Aap kaise (for male)/
kaisi (for female) hou? ہائے! آپ کیسے ہو؟



Person A: Warro!

Person B: Cor chapin, i plleut ogniet!
Person A: Vère dja, i plleut a vaerse!

Person B: Mardi, ch'tait Mardi Gras, le jour
des crêpes?

Person A: Vère, fites-ous des crêpes ciz
vous?

Person B: Oui dja, les efànts les oïment en
amas. 

 

Person A: Hi!
Person B: Good gracious, it's raining
today!

Person A: Oh yes, it's pouring!

Person B: Tuesday, it was Shrove
Tuesday, pancake day. 

Person A: Yes, did you make pancakes
at your house?

Person B: Oh yes, the children like
them a lot. 
 

Person A: Baonjour!  Comme tchi que
l'affaire va?

Person B: Pas trop mal, et dauve vous?

Person A: En amas bian, marci. 
Person B: Mais, fait-i, fré, ogniet!
Person A: Vère dja, mais pas tànt comme
hiaer. 
Person A: Voul-ous enne coupaïe d'thée?

Person B: Oui, s'i'vous pllait. 

Person A: Hello! How are you?

Person B: Not too bad, and you?

Person A: I'm fine, thank you. 

Person B: But isn't it cold today!

Person A: Oh yes, but not as cold as
yesterday. 

Person A: Would you like a cup of tea?

Person B: Yes, please.  

Arraête
Houmard
Soeurs
Vraic

Vacque
Païssaon
Flleur
Moto
Âne
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Of course our island also has its own mother language. Can you try having a
conversation in Guernésiais this week? Find other Guernésiais learning resources here. 

Can you match up the pictures with their name in Guernésiais?

https://www.pouques.gg/guernesiais/


If you're struggling to pick up a book in lockdown, consider listening to an audiobook.
According to the National Literacy Trust, the popularity of audiobooks increased

among children by 138% in 2019. Research has shown that listening to a human voice
can elicit a stronger emotional response than reading a written narrative or watching

a film, indicating that audiobooks have the potential to support a child’s emotional
intelligence, and that listening to an audiobook requires the same cognitive skills as
reading in print. Audiobooks are also effective at engaging reluctant, struggling and

developing readers. Children are able to access a wider range of stories through
audiobooks, where difficulty understanding a written text is a barrier, with stories

beyond their reading level made accessible.
 

We have a list of recommended free audiobooks and other books here. 
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Sir Linkalot spelling app (free
one-week trail)

Accelerated Reader
Englicious English grammar

made fun resources
Vocabulary.com quiz

Word of the day and quizzes
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READ ING  &  L I TERACY

L I T ERACY  RESOURCES WORD  OF  THE  WEEK

Ingenuity 
The quality of being clever, original and

inventive. 
 

Example: With the power of science and
ingenuity, nothing is impossible. 

Synonyms: creativity, originality, imagination,
cleverness, innovation

 
 
 
 

H IGHL IGHTS  FROM  THE  L I S TS

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the
Nighttime: A bestselling modern
classic—both poignant and funny—
about a boy with autism who sets
out to solve the murder of a
neighbour's dog and discovers
unexpected truths about himself
and the world. Listen for free here. 

White Fang: In the desolate, frozen
northwest of Canada, a lone wolf
fights a heroic daily fight for life in
the wild. But after he is captured
and cruelly abused by men, he
becomes a force of pure rage.
Only one man sees inside the
killer to his intelligence and
nobility. Listen for free here. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A3LUmRucVQlWS79v91EOsnjc6zwSfR2RmgIuwcwdupA/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.sirlinkalot.org/
https://www.renaissance.com/products/accelerated-reader/
http://www.englicious.org/
https://www.vocabulary.com/
https://www.merriam-webster.com/word-of-the-day
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PgZx_lrgWKE
https://stories.audible.com/pdp/B002V8MC7S?ref=adbl_ent_anon_ds_pdp_pc_pg-1-cntr-0-7


"Touchdown confirmed" - there is a new robot on Mars!

The American space agency, Nasa, has successfully landed its Perseverance rover in a deep
crater near the planet's equator called Jezero. It's the first time a science mission has gone to
Mars with such an advanced set of equipment, and it is the first time a robot has been sent to
such a promising location in terms of finding past life.

The engineers in Nasa HQ were delighted when they were given confirmation that the rover
had landed, with many jumping for joy at the news.

They had been very nervous before the touchdown because landing on Mars is very difficult
and it's only the second time Nasa has done so with a rover weighing more than one
tonne."The good news is the spacecraft, I think, is in great shape," said Matt Wallace, the
mission's deputy project manager.

The six-wheeled robot landed after a 470 million-km (292 million-mile) journey from Earth. It
will now spend the next two years drilling into rocks, looking for evidence of past life. Jezero is
thought to have been home to a giant lake billions of years ago. Scientists believe that where
there has been water, then there is the possibility life might also have existed.

The name Perseverance was chosen by Alexander Mather, a 13-year-old student from Virginia
in the US, who took part in Nasa's competition to name the robot. 

Perseverance will spend the first few days taking lots of pictures to help the scientists work out
the terrain a bit more. Then, Nasa hopes to run a helicopter experiment which, if successful,
will be the first ever powered flight in another world.

Once this has been attempted, Perseverance will move towards the rim of the crater in Jezero.
This is where scientists believe they'll have the best chance of finding evidence of ancient
water. 

Perseverance's most interesting rock finds will be packaged into small tubes to be left on the
surface. Nasa and the European Space Agency (Esa) then hope to send a second rover in a
multi-billion dollar mission to collect these cylinders towards the end of the decade. Scientists
think that returning physical samples from Mars is the next logical step in exploration of Mars. 
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We hope that you had a chance to read a news article or headlines last week. This
article from Newsround gives information on Nasa's new robot on Mars: 

 https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/56122698

NASA 'S  PERSEVERANCE :

TOUCHDOWN  ON  MARS  FOR  ROVER

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/56122698

